Thank you for downloading farewell discourse and final prayer of Jesus. Hopefully you have found it useful, and may your understanding of the text grow deeper with each reading. For more resources on this topic, visit www.actioncoachofelmgrove.com on November 23, 2021 by guest
The Student quarterly offers the student a comprehensive guide of the Sunday School lessons. The structured approach to the lessons helps the student understand the Biblical principles outlined in each week's lesson. The Manual features:

- A 13-week series of lessons Life Application for each week. A weekly challenge Thru-provoking discussion providing solutions.

- The message of Jesus: Matt 16:21-28

- Adult Quarterly: Student Manual Winter Quarter 2020 (Dec-Feb)

- This information-packed commentary helps readers gain a deeper understanding of the Bible. Beyond that, it includes practical applications for spiritual and personal guidance, making it invaluable to any believer seeking to get the most out of their Bible study.
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